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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this project is to create a smart attendance monitoring system, which will use the concept of
face recognition to identify students. Based on this a database will be created containing the information of
attendance date wise. Apart from reducing time it will also help in replacing the laborious conventional method
of using logbooks. The system also has the feature to send emails to the administrator about the student‘s
attendance status at the time of recognition itself. At the time of closing of the camera, absentees’ names will be
called out.
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INTRODUCTION
Attendances of every student are being maintained by every school, college and university. Empirical
evidences have shown that there is a significant correlation between students who have poor attendances and their
academic performances. There was also a claim stated that the students who have poor attendance records will
generally link to poor retention. Therefore, faculty has to maintain proper record for the attendance. The
conventional methods practiced in most of the institution includes manual entering of attendance in logbooks
which is time consuming and can be easily manipulated. Calculating the average attendance of each student is
also laborious. Bunking the classes or giving proxies for the absentees has also become quite flexible. Hence to
solve all these problems we are introducing the idea of automated attendance monitoring system which works on
the concept of face recognition.
The main motivation for the project was the slow and inefficient traditional manual attendance system. So,
why not make if automated fast and much efficient. Also, such face detection techniques are in use by the
department of a criminal investigation where the usage of CCTV footages and detecting the feces from the crime
scene and comparing them with criminal database to recognize them. It is also becoming as a feature of daily life
in China, where authorities are using it on the streets, in subway stations, and at airports.

METHODOLOGY
The concept is based on face recognition technique that requires the modules according our need. The system in
which the software runs needs a web cam and internet connection. The camera starts to capture video and starts
recognizing and marks the student’s attendance. The attendance database is saved on the system and also send to
the user via cloud services through email which can be accessed for later verification purpose.
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A. FLOWCHART

B. CLOUD SERVICES (IFTTT):

FigurE 27-1 IFTTT service
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C. WORKING
The entire work is divided into two processes.
o
o

Recognizing the person face.
Storing and sending the data records.

Recognizing the person face.
•

•

•

•

Step 1: Finding all the Faces
o Encode a picture using the HOG algorithm to create a simplified version of the image. Using
this simplified image, find the part of the image that most looks like a generic HOG encoding
of a face.
Step 2: Posing and Projecting Faces
o Figure out the pose of the face by finding the main landmarks in the face. Once we find
those landmarks, use them to warp the image so that the eyes and mouth are centered.
Step 3: Encoding faces
o Pass the centered face image through a neural network that knows how to measure features
of the face. Save those 128 measurements.
Step 4: Finding the person’s name from the encoding
o Looking at all the faces we’ve measured in the past, see which person has the closest
measurements to our face’s measurements. That’s our match!

Storing and sending the data records.
Here we are using ifttt to send a mail to user provided email id. Using the ifttt service. It works on the
programing conditional statement If This Then That. The automations are accomplished via applets, which are
sort of like macros that connect multiple apps to run automated tasks. An applet is created to link a triggering
action (face recognition) to onset an event (sending an email).
Now for storing database on the system we have SQLite3. We use sql queries to create tables and feed
information in it. Each time system runs the data get automatically uploaded in the database.

FigurE 27-2 Shows the use of landmarks and transforming the images to be close as possible for perfect centering.

D. VALIDATION OF RESULTS
•
•
•

Face recognition by the system (Figure 27-3).
Database on user system (Figure 27-4).
Records on the email (Figure 27-5)
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Figure 27-3 shows that the camera captures
the video on live mode and extracts the face for
recognition.

Figure 27-4 Shows the tabulated record of student’s
attendance. Here SQLite is used for database management.

Figure 27-5 Shows attendance records send to the user email at the real time. Figure also shows the records are sent
and updated to same email
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COMPARATIVE STUDY
The study of this paper is compared to the research related on this topic. The study related to reference number[5] uses the concept of taking multiple images of a person and storing it on a separate space. This method uses
much space and consumes extra time for creating a training dataset whereas this method uses deep neural network
concept which is smart and efficient enough to train itself by providing a single image of a person. So time will
be reduced and storage dependency will also be sorted.
The study of reference number - [9] use the technique of storing records on the specific system where our model
stores the records on the user system as well as send the real time attendance data to user’s email using cloud
system. So the data can be easily accessed from any place.

CONCLUSION
The system uses the camera of the computer to recognize the students by showing their name below their
picture. As soon as it identifies the student an email is generated and sent to the address provided by user to
notify about its attendance. After the identification of all students, the camera is closed and then name of the
absent students are called out with the help of speech synthesizer. Then with the help of the Browser we can
see the database which was created having the entry fields of name, attendance, date and time.
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